CAREERS

FAMILY OFFICER
SUPPORT THE FAMILY CONTINUITY

YOUR FUNCTION

•

•

•

You are responsible for the coordination of the activities related to the
Family Charter. You act as point of contact in family business matters and
operate as a trustee for the family members. You represent the shareholders
in the development of potential merges & acquisitions and you have signing
authority for specific matters. You assist in organizing the education for the
5th generation and are a mentor in the Family School to guard values and
heritage. You organize family councils and build family unity.
You are in charge of the management of the board of PROMETHEUS. You
organize the board meetings, meaning from preparing the agenda, over
attending and taking minutes until the briefing of the daughter companies
and defining follow up actions. You participate in the Board of Directors of
the daughter companies.
You are part of the PROMETHEUS Management Team and act as point of
contact for external stakeholders.

YOUR PROFILE

• You have a Master degree with a legal background.
• You have min. 10 years of experience in different aspects of legal
management.
• You have experience in a family business environment and in a role of
‘integrity’.
• You are fluent in Dutch and English.

VYNCKE is a dynamic, family
owned company that, since the
start in 1912, has grown to a
global player in the sector of
clean energy technology : more
precisely the development and
construction of customized waste
to energy installations.
Worldwide more than 330
Vynckeneers are stationed in
our offices in Brazil, Belgium,
Germany, Czech Republic,
India, China, Thailand and
Malaysia.
Thanks to more than 4.000
satisfied customers all over the
world, a well-lined order book
and the loyal commitment of
the enthusiastic Vynckeneers we
maintain a stable position in the
market. This allows us to offer
excellent job security.
Are you a real team player, do
you enjoy own responsibility and
taking initiative, do you have
an open international mentality
and are you willing to travel ?
Then probably you could be one
of the new Vynckeneers !

JOIN OUR FAMILY
IN BELGIUM !
Share your interest with :
cdc@vyncke.com
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